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In an era of rapid change and heauy competition, does a company still have the tim*and

the money-to patent euery innovation that comes along? Increasinglg

innovative companies are finding a strategic alternative: defensive publishing.

BY PETER BUXBAUM

nce upon a time, IBM
was the king ofpatents.
Then, in 1982, after the
company had spent
more than a decade liii-

gating an antitrust case with the U.S. gov-

emment, the Justice Department offered
to drop its allegation that IBM was mo-

nopolizing the computing marketplace
and end the lawsuit. Big BIue agreed to
the deal. But there were strings attached:

The company had to license its patents

freely at or below their fair value.

In the wake of this agreement, IBM
began to view patents as a potential
flashpoint for yet another antitrust ac-

tion. So it hit upon a different strategy.
In order not to be curtailed by patents

that its competitors might secure, it be-
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gan an extensive program ofpublishing
its innovations. As a result, over the last
10 years, IBM's Techni,cal Di,sclosure
Bulleti,nhas emerged as the single most
cited source for prior art by the United
States Patent and Tlademark Office. By
directing many of its innovations into
the public domain, IBM has bought itself
the freedom to innovate without havins
to look over its shoulder.

IBM has not been the only U.S. cor-
poration to follow this route. Growing
numbers of business strategists at other
companies have also come to realize
that intellectual capital-like other as-

sets-must be properly managed to
maximize value. But the process of min-
ing intellectual assets for commercial
possibilities is sometimes frustrated

when IP portfolios are not managed by
business executives directly involved in
business strategy.

STREAMING INNOVATIONS

Leveraging intellectual assets involves
applying sound business-as well as le-
gal-judgment. Tiy to patent everything
and you may flnd insolvency in your fu-
ture: It will cost at least $50,000 just to
flle applications in keyjurisdictions and

at least $100,000 to maintain the patents

throughout their lifetime. What many
expefts suggest companies do instead is

to focus on the protection of core busi
ness methods and the obstruction of
competitors' advances.

How do you protect innovations
without a patent? One option is to hold
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them close to the corporate vest as

trade secrets (see sidebar, below).

Another emerging strategy-a Ia IBM-
is to publish them. The Internet pro-

vides a built-in infrastructure through
which to stream innovations to the pub-

lic domain. To do this, it's not necessary

for companies to establish a sophisticat-

ed publishing operation like IBM's.

Instead, they can take advantage of an

increasing number of new Web-based

services that cater to the strategic and

inexpensive posting of innovations. All
of this-combined with other key com-
ponents of an IP program (see sidebar,

page 7)-will provide companies with

better resource allocation, a more pro-

found exploitation of commercial possi-

bilities, and increased value.

A NEW STRATEGIC COMPONENT

Among other advantages, placing inven-

tions in the public domain prevents

competitors from securing their own
patents on the same products or
processes. The trick is to sufficiently
disclose the enablement of the inven-

tion to fulflll USPTO requirements.

Federal Coufts have ruled that, to be ef-

fective, a publication must "disclose

every element ofthe challenged claim
and enable one skilled in the art to make

the anticipating subject matter."

The ubiquity and availability ofinfor-
mation in today's digital environment al-

low companies to generate better com-
petitive intelligence and provide tools
lvith which to intelligently-and cheap-

Iy-assert publishing strategies. "I've
detected a heightened interest in using
publications to protect ideas and the ac-

tivities of R&D organizations," says

Woody Ritchey, CEO of Delphion, a

Lisle, Illinois-based company that pro-
vides an Internet-based subscription
service for searching patents and non-
patent prior art. "The fact that so much

information is available electronically is

to yourself?

should be kept as a trade secret?

'Anything that can provide a competitive

advantage or damage a competitor,"

answers Naomi Fine, CEo of Pro-tec

Data, a Silicon Valley lP consultancy. This

includes product designs and business processes

that also could be patented. "0ne of the key

advantages to trade secrets is that they

potentially have value beyond the 2O-year

patent life," she adds. "Manufacturing
processes may have a useful life extend-

ing many decades, and it is difficult to

enforce a manufacturing process patent

because you can't tell how a product

was made just by looking at it."

When are secrets not secretive?

lPcom's former CEO Tom Colson takes a

more skeptical approach, noting the work of

such companies as TAKUS, which stands for "tear

apart everything under the sun." "Trade secrets make sense

for products that cannot be reverse-engineered," he says. "lf
they can be, you might think you have protection when you

don't." Moreover, Colson adds, an economy with a high

degree of employee mobility presents a danger when it
comes t0 manufacturing processes. "People will use their

# l?:'#l,TflilT :t T:,:'.ill;:?:;\ i;ilr;;r;nuurr rrurrr* to orotect it
and if it has independent economic value.

And since 1996, many states have joined

forces by beefing up their trade secret laws

to include this broad definition. Still, there is

concedes, may only have been raised by this legislation-
and by such new tools as Pro-tec Data's software that allows

companies to inventory and protect proprietary company

information. Such tools, combined with the increased danger

of misappropriation in today's environment, require compa-

nies to do t0 even more t0 meet an evolving standard.

The Creat Trade Secret Debate
When do you keep innovation

Turns out there's no easy answer.

knowledge in their new environment," he cautions. "0nce the

information is disclosed you can't grab it back. ln most indus-

tries today, trade secrets are more dangerous than valuable."

How do you reduce their vulnerability? Unlike patents,

Fine acknowledges, trade secrets are not cedified by a gov-

ernmental agency. "Their efficacy is not known until

they are upheld in court," she says. 0n the other

hand, she points out, Congress strengthened

the standing of trade secrets when it
passed the Economic Espionage Act of

lL},'/ a lot of subjectivity inherent in the term "rea-- sonable measures." And the reasonableness bar, Fine

4 Fall2001 THE BRlllGE
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Been There, Done That
The search for prior art knows few boundaries.

ne of the barriers to promulgating a thoughtful lP strategy, says author

and lP strategist David Kline, is the failure to examine the patent land-

scape before filing applications. "Many lawyers do not conduct ade-

quate searches of prior an," he says. This reluctance, Kline claims, is

based on the inational fear that it could lead one day to a competitor's

accusation of willful patent infringement and a treble-damage jury award. While some

lawyers advise that it is too expensive to search everything, Kline insists that knowing
what's out there is a prerequisite to writing stronger and more effective patents.

With companies such as Delphion and lPcom bringing such information t0 every-

one's desktop over the Internet, companies not availing themselves of this information

are likely to find themselves behind the competitive eight ball. lP.com addresses itself

to the needs of defensive publishers by supplying a public

posting venue. Delphion allows searchers 0f prior art an

integrated view of the landscape based on the contents of

several different collections and databases. Another com-
pany, BountyQuest, has created an electronic community

of experts who plumb their own memories and extensive
professional experience to locate prior art for companies

with a strong interest in the validity of a patent.

"Patent attorneys are constantly being asked to find

evidence of whether something has been done before, so

that they can evaluate the strength of a patent," says

Charles Cella, BountyQuest's CE0. Electronic searches can

yield thousands of documents but are limited to digital

material, while foreign language documents present their

own separate difficulties. BountyQuest, on the other hand, uses the Internet to post

questions to a worldwide network of thousands of "hunters," many of them scientists,

engineers, and inventors in their own right. These hunters are turning up art that cannot

be found through traditional search methods. "Essentially, BountyQuest reaches into the

desk drawers and file cabinets of knowledgeable people across the world to uncover

the one piece of information necessary to settle a patent dispute," Cella notes.

Their incentive: cash rewards of at leasl $10,000. And those incentives are paying off.

Already BountyQuest has had eight winners, as well as three runners-up 0n the contro-

versial 1-Click business method patent posting.

In one case, a German graduate student found a journal article that overshadowed a

patent awarded to a Silicon Valley company covering relational databases for storing

and manipulating strings of genetic sequence information. Because of his training in
biology, the hunter knew that sequence databases were developed on a collaborative

basis over a 20-year period. He found articles from 1993 and 1994 in the journal

"Nucleic Acids Research" that pre-date the 1997 filing date of the patent.

In another case, an 0regon inventor was shocked to find his own patented Ski-Key

system, an electronic identification wristband that controls access to ski slopes, posted

on BountyQuest under the guise of Alterable Tickets to Event Venues, the subject of a
patent issued to Walker Digital. In a third case, a musician who founded a pioneering

online audio community back in the 1980s submitted material to BountyQuest that could

have a major impact on lawsuits relating t0 the downloading of digital music.
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can use it, for example, to disseminate
disinformation to their competitors on

the direction oftheir R&D efforts. They
can also engage in what Cronin terms
"offensive publishing." Here's how that
works: Company A and Company B

compete in one market while Company
B and Company C compete in another
market. If Company A publishes in areas

relevant to B's competition with C, it ef-

fectively weakens its competitor,
CompanyB.

Cronin notes some companies use

offensive publishing as a means of en-

suring competition among suppliers
and lower prices. In order to prevent
suppliers from patenting their innova-

tions and raising prices
"we reconmend that coml
panies publish the tools
they need to make their
producls, thereby allow-
ing any company to manu-
facture them."

Then there is the ganr-

bit known as the Pied
Piper: A company flles a

patent application and im-
mediately publishes that
innovation. Al least two
repercussions should en-

sue: "It will at least stop examiners in
other countries from granting patents
for the same invention," says Cronin.
"Also, competitors, not knowing the
patent application is pending, may
start to develop products along those
lines, believing it to be in the pubic
domain. TWo years down the road,
you get your patent and your competi-
tors are unable to sell their product-
unless they secure a license from
you."

A company new to IP strategy can
do a number of things to get a publish-
ing program up and running quickly.
"Every company has many items that
could have been published but were
not, including conference papers and
product descriptions," notes Colson.
"The patent examiners aren't search-
ing them, so they don't enter into the
decision-making processes. "
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able to realize more licensing revenue
because they will be more ceftain of the
validity of their patents. It will also en-

courage more investrnent in R&D be-

cause of the assurance of protection."

Cronin, ofipCapital Group, also be-

lieves that R&D is likely to beneflt, but
for a somewhat different reason. "Most

inventors limit themselves to improve-
ments rather than original inventions,"
he says. But the research lab may expe-

rience a resurgence if publishing efforts
pre-empt the field of incremental inno-
vatron.

An eruption in publishing may also

provoke international reverberations,
notes Cronin, one that may alter the
global IP balance ofpower as inventors

in China and India, for example, seek to
mitigate the dominance of the affluent
West. "They can't afford to do much
patenting, but they can afford to publish

like crazy," he notes.

Under Cronin's scenario, the oppor-

tunity to make broad patent clainis will
become more restricted over time be-

cause of the ubiquity of published art,
and companies that tend to patent on

top of others will lose leverage.

"Companies will have to do a number of
things," Cronin advises. "They will have

to streamline their IP evaluation
processes and they will have to beef up

their internal innovation capabilities.
They will have to learn to invest better,
invent quicker, know published material

better, and do a betterjob of disclosing
information."

And they needn't wait for the Justice
Department to knock on their door to
rethink an IP strategy that may be too
heavily weighted toward patents. As
IBM's experience illustrates, there may

be both business and legal downsides
to excessive patenting. A proper bal-
ance between patenting and publishing,

on the other hand, is a strategy more
likely to yield the maximum value to
any business. r

Peter Bu,rbaurn, o Neu Jersey-based

lauy er and j ownalist, urit.es frequent-
Iy about business, tech,nology, and the

lau, e sp ecially i.nt elLectuctl 1tt'op ert.y.

What lt's Worth
The debate rages about whether-and
how-to ualue intellectual property.

f intellectual property contributes to a company's earn-

ings, should it be disclosed to the investing public? This

is a question now before the U.S. Congress and the

Securities and Exchange Commission.

In a recent report, "Current Accounting and Disclosure

lssues," the SEC gave an indication of its perspective on the

matter. "The difficulties in valuing intangibles should not pre-

clude the disclosure of factual, important information about the

characteristics of intangibles," the commission reported.

"Registrants should consider the need for more extensive nar-

rative and quantitative information about the intangibles that

are important to their business." With regard to required disclo-

sures of advertising and B&D expenditures, for example, that

means that companies could disaggregate those disclosed

amounts by project or purpose.

Advocates of change argue that the shrouding of intangibles

skews market valuations. An indication of just how far value

creation has moved from tangible to intangible assets, they

note, is that 20 years ago, the ratio of market-to-book value of

the S&P 500 was roughly one-to-one, while it is nearly six-to-

one today. 0thers point out that investors already assign higher

valuations to companies and industries that invest heavily in
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R&D, such as pharmaceuticals.

But how do you actually put a value to intellectual assets?

"ln a transactional 0r tax context, we use a variety of estab-

lished approaches to establish fair market value," notes Dan

McGavock, president of lnte0ap, a 13-office consulting firm

specializing in lP valuation and strategy. "l question the useful-

ness of adjusting company balance sheets. The value of lP is

not static; its value is tied to earnings potential and risk, which

fluctuate based upon a multitude 0f market and company-spe-

cific factors."

However, adds Naomi Fine, CEO of Pro-tec Data, a Silicon

Valley lP consultancy, "even if companies cannot yet value

intangibles, reporting on them is a good first step. There are

lots of ways to report intangibles without necessarily putting

numbers on them."

Fine and McGavock agree that technical innovations that can

be commercially exploited are most amenable to valuation.

Among the possible methodologies: valuation based on poten-

tial external licensing income; on an assessment of an asset's

value t0 the core company business; and on "relief from royal-

ties," a theoretical approach based on what a company would

otherwise have to pay others in order to operate.


